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Windsor Transload’s innovative new vision:   
No stopping, and no storage! 
 
When a rail-based business fell on hard times due to the recession, its entrepreneurial 
owner didn’t give up. With out-of-the-box ideas on how to restructure intermodal 
aided by lifting technology from Konecranes, he built a bright new future for his 
company. 
 
Intermodal shipping innovator Windsor Transload provides an effective alternative for 
customers without railroad tracks accessing their facility. A division of Essex Hybrid, 
Windsor Transload serves a specific segment of the steel industry by transferring steel 
products from trucks to railcars. The company provides transfer services at its Windsor, 
Ontario terminal, shipping steel to customers throughout Canada and the Eastern 
United States. While the ingeniously simple business plan was the brainchild of Windsor 
Transload President Tom Pogue, from the beginning the heavy lifting has been carried 
out by global crane manufacturer Konecranes. 
 
“Usually intermodal shipping refers to containers, but we’re a little different,” says 
Pogue. “We deal in bulk materials – primarily transferring structural steel from trucks to 
flatbed railcars.”  
 
Windsor Transload was conceived when a local steel producer needed a better option to 
get products to market. The mill was trucking steel tubing four hours to Toronto to 
transload it onto railcars, because there was not an adequate facility to load it in their 
area.   
 
Pogue had a nearby 12-acre property that was originally designed as a railcar cleaning 
facility. When the 2008 recession hit Ontario, that business disappeared. But soon the 
railway approached him on the steel producer’s behalf, asking if he could modify his 
facility to load railcars.   
 
“They wouldn’t sign a contract, but I decided to go for it,” says Pogue.  “It was a new 
idea and there was an incredible amount of business for us if we could provide a 
solution to their problem,” he continued. 
 
A new vision for transloading 
Pogue’s facility had an existing coverall building – a long, narrow space 220 feet long 
and 36 feet wide. It was originally an economical choice, equipped with an opaque 
fabric roof maximizing natural light. Built traditionally, a structure that size would have 



cost the company around a million dollars, but Pogue had put it in for about a tenth of 
that for his railcar cleaning business. There was just one hitch – the building had a 
domed ceiling that could not support overhead cranes, and overhead cranes were key 
players in the new material transfer system Pogue had in mind. 
 
“People look at material transfer as a huge warehouse with tons of storage,” stated 
Pogue. “We broke away from that. We don’t move the product 20 miles and then put it 
into storage again. Too many folks think a transfer facility needs to be a storage facility, 
but I never thought that made any sense.  It should be where you transfer the product 
and then keep it moving.”   
 
Cost-saving design 
Pogue’s idea had some great upside benefits. First, it eliminated all storage costs for the 
customer, and there was no double handling of each load. The resulting cost savings 
enabled the new venture, called Windsor Transload, to be extremely competitive.   
 
“There’s not a company out there that doesn’t charge for storage, and then every time 
you move a six-ton batch of steel, it costs something more,” says Pogue. “I didn’t want 
to be in the storage business, I wanted to be in the transload business. I didn’t want to 
have 150 loads of someone else’s product in a warehouse that we would have to re-pick 
before we could load it on to rail cars.” 
 
The Windsor Transload concept involves driving the trucks into the building at one end, 
and unloading the bundles of steel from the trucks to the ground on one side with two 
top running, double-girder Konecranes CXT cranes rigged with chains. Generally, it takes 
three truckloads to fill one railcar.  In a round-robin system, workers then plug in 
magnets to the cranes to pick the bundles up and load them onto flatbed railcars 
located on the other side of the building.  
 
They do it all in a roughly 8,000 s.f. structure that is a very small space for the amount of 
tonnage Windsor Transload moves in a day. Their system works whether the tubes are 
20 feet long or 80 feet long, since the two CXT cranes are used together and the 
distance between them can be adjusted to suit the length of the load.  
 
Konecranes engineering assist 
Pogue and Grant Urquhart, a college buddy now working as an engineer for a major 
aerospace company, came up with the basic design. They thought it would work, 
although they were reasonably sure that it had never been done before in an 
intermodal setting. But the lifting scenario required sophisticated technology to 
implement the slave cranes and wireless remote controls that they wanted to use. And 
then, there were the limitations of the building. Urquhart recommended that Pogue 
contact Paul Vandermeulen at Konecranes for help. Urquhart had worked with 
Konecranes before on other projects. 
 



“Paul Vandermeulen was phenomenal,” said Pogue. “He had so much experience and he 
knows what works and doesn’t work. When we first starting discussing this project I had 
no experience whatsoever in utilizing cranes.” 
 
Vandermeulen, who represents Konecranes in Burlington, Ontario, knew that the first 
priority would be designing a solution for a freestanding runway that would fit in the 
existing building, since the domed fabric roof would not support overhead cranes.  
Vandermeulen’s team measured and dropped lines down from the ceiling to establish 
spacing for the runway. They needed 19 feet of lift so that the 10-ton Konecranes CXT 
cranes, which feature a low-headroom design, could clear the trucks and rail cars when 
they loaded.  
 
“The building is about 26 feet tall, and it was tight getting the cranes in,” said 
Vandermeulen. “We engineered massive concrete footings to support the runway 
structure, the cranes and the load. Because of the domed ceiling there was no common 
reference point to set the system up, which added to our engineering time. We literally 
had to work from the ground up.” A local contractor built the runway, after Konecranes 
signed off on the design for the footings.  
 
Expanding success 
When Windsor Transload put an expansion on the building, Vandermeulen sold the 
second phase as well, adding two more 10-ton magnet cranes to the runway, making 
four in all. In each phase, only one radio control is needed to run two cranes.   
 
“The first construction phase gave us the ability to load one car with two cranes. Then 
we realized we needed four cranes to simultaneously unload while loading railcars from 
the other side,” Pogue says. “When we added the second phase we went from loading 
two cars per day to three or four cars per day with the second phase completed. Now, 
we can move thousands of different configurations in a system that was designed by us 
and engineered by Konecranes.”  
 
Konecranes built a master-slave system, where one crane runs the other in tandem lifts 
controlled by a single operator with a wireless remote. Each phase employs two 10-ton 
cranes that can move between 20 feet and infinity, limited only by the length of the 
runway.    
 
According to Pogue, material flow is extremely efficient. “For every three trucks that we 
unload with chains, we can load that same product onto one rail car with magnets,” says 
Pogue. “One side unloads trucks while the other side loads railcars, and then we switch.  
We keep the material flow going, putting material from the trucks on the ground on one 
side, and once the material is unloaded we move to the other end and start unloading 
trucks there.  At the same time we switch chains to magnets on the first set of cranes 
and load rail cars on the other side of the building.  We keep going back and forth.  We 
never stop unloading trucks and never stop loading rail cars,” he continued. 



 
Pogue says the entire transloading system doesn’t really need the building around it.  He 
considers the building to be just an umbrella for the system itself. It could be done 
outside, but having a roof overhead improves working conditions.   
 
A proven partnership 
Based on the project’s initial success, Pogue has purchased property that expands the 
Windsor Transload site to nearly 38 acres, and is planning to build another crane-
equipped material transfer bay designed to transload steel coils, using the same cost-
saving “umbrella” approach for the building. When he is ready to break ground, one of 
his first phone calls will be to Paul Vandermeulen at Konecranes.   
 
“I dealt with several people at Konecranes, especially Paul, who has been phenomenal,” 
says Pogue. “He has so much experience, and because he has been at this for thirty plus 
years, he knew what would fit.  Paul is a great asset to that company.” 
 
“In addition, the slave and remote-based lifting system that Konecranes used in our 
facility is really new – it has never been used before in this application.  We took a big 
chance, and it worked,” Pogue asserted. “We have the same customer who started this 
project to this day, transferring about 200 tons per day for them. Going in, I had a useful 
optimism that we could make a success of it, and what we put in worked really well. I 
attribute that to the expertise of Paul Vandermeulen and Grant Urquhart, and I look 
forward to doing more with them in the future.” 
 
Pogue is also looking at building a new transload facility in the southeast part of the 
United States that will follow the same concept and footprint as the Windsor site. “This 
facility would work really well in a lot of other markets where people do similar things,” 
he says.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


